
Midwest NCSA CCD Meeting: Chat Log 
 
September NCSA meetings: https://www.fdlp.gov/training/implementation-digital-fdlp-national-
collection-service-area-virtual-meetings 
David Isaak: Use the chat box to ask questions. Be sure to send to Everyone. 
David Isaak: You can expand the font size in the chat box by clicking on Meeting > Meeting settings > 
Accessibility. 
You can pop the chat box out and move it to another location by clicking on the button. 
Cynthia Etkin: DLC = Depository Library Council 
Cynthia Etkin: NCSA = National Collection Service Area 
PDT = Print Distribution Titles list 
Cynthia Etkin: Print Distribution Title List: https://www.fdlp.gov/file-repository-item/print-distribution-
titles-pdt-list 
Cynthia Etkin: New Limited Print Distribution Framework: https://www.fdlp.gov/about-the-fdlp/new-
limited-print-distribution-framework 
Cynthia Etkin: Print Distribution Title List: https://www.fdlp.gov/file-repository-item/print-distribution-
titles-pdt-list 
Cynthia Etkin: CONAN = U.S. Constitution Annotated 
Marie Concannon: Will regionals be expected to take 100% of the "unlimited titles," or is that becoming 
optional? 
Lara Flint: Poll link: https://qaz1.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_71DkAcbbR7Cq6nY 
Anne Zald: How many rgional depository libraries are there in the Midwest NCSA? 
Scott Matheson: Hi Marie, all print will be optional, even for regionals. 
Cynthia Etkin: Ensuring equitable access means connecting all people—regardless of age, background, 
geography, disability, or circumstance—to the information, services, and resources they need. 
Beth Harper: Geographic proximity to what? 
Jennifer Morgan: +1 Beth 
Alicia Kubas: Anne, there are 12 designated regional depositories in the Midwest region: 
https://ask.gpo.gov/s/fdldsearch?type=advanced&advanced=%7B%22National_Collection_Service_Area
__c%22%3A%22Midwest%22%2C%22Depository_Type__c%22%3A%22Regional%22%7D 
Scott Matheson: Anne - there are 12 reegionals in the Midwest NCSA (you can search this in the 
advanced search in FDLP directory 
Ella Shurr: +1 Beth 
Marie Concannon: Thanks! 
Vicki Tate: If you library is not one of the lucky libraries to receive the limited number of copies, will 
some/most of the title be available for purchase from GPO Bookstore? 
Cynthia Etkin: FAQs: https://www.fdlp.gov/file-repository-item/digital-fdlp-implementations-faqs 
Kate Pitcher: Geographic proximity may indicate that you want certain distances between copies 
Jennifer Morgan: +1 Vicki 
Anne Zald: Thank you Scott - good to know of advanced search options on the directory!! 
Jennifer Morgan: Before selectives could get the bound Cong. Rec. we purchased it from Hein. 
Beth Harper: I think "geographic proximity" should be re/defined for next iterations of the survey. 
Elissa Lawrence: That feels a little icky-- not distributing the number of copies the libraries are interested 
in, but here! You can buy what you used to get for free 
Beth Harper: One option: geographically dispersed within NCSA 
Cecilia Robinson: So are you thinking of a discount to FDLs if they choose to purchase titles not available 
via the program? 



Deb Thompson: Will selectives get more direction from their Regional what or how to proceed with our 
collections? 
Angela Bonnell: I agree with Beth but am also concerned about access via interstates/easy access 
Kate Pitcher: 1 minute for poll. 
Angela Bonnell: :) 
Andrea Stelljes: #NAME? 
Brent Abercrombie: Will GPO evenly distribute the 20 limit titles to the 4 regions? I'm worried about the 
availability of the Serial Set in particular. 
Beth Harper: stuffing a volume of FRUS in a pneumatic tube! 
Angela Bonnell: My other was really open access in libraries 
Anne Zald: are there serious rural access issues in this region? I'm in Chicagoland but wonder about that 
concern 
Beth Harper: +1 Angela 
Anne Zald: I guess not 
Angela Bonnell: There are some rural areas in Illinois 
Beth Harper: I would prefer "My docs collection circulates" to be separated from 
Brent Abercrombie: Bc there's 2 Preservation Stewards in our region 
Mark Hamilton: +1 Beth 
Beth Harper: my area has limited broadband access. 
Marie Concannon: I added "Regional status" as a criteria only because they are already accustomed to 
providing remote reference service 
Cynthia Etkin: Ensuring equitable access means connecting all people—regardless of age, background, 
geography, disability, or circumstance—to the information, services, and resources they need. 
Brent Abercrombie: That's the Serial Set I'm referring to 
Brent Abercrombie: MN and IU-Bloomington 
Angela Bonnell: Also I had several others and don't think I could add additional "Others" in this survey 
Marie Concannon: One other criteria might be "Library is willing to take reference questions from 
anywhere in NCSA" (for example, by phone, email, chat, etc.) 
Angela Bonnell: +1 Marie 
Beth Harper: +1 Marie 
Anne Zald: +1 Marie - and provide scans of relevant content to question 
Beth Harper: +1 Anne 
Kate Pitcher: Will share results from poll in one moment... 
Marie Concannon: I like that, Anne! 
Ginger Williams: Library has staffing to take reference questions from anywhere in NCSA 
DeAnn Isenhower: Will books damaged through ILL or other reasons be replaced? 
Angela Bonnell: Another criteria to have a conservation / preservation professionals onsite; a lab 
Brent Abercrombie: +1 Angela 
Andrea Stelljes: I think some of the criteria is hard to imagine for Selectives without collection guidance 
from our Regional especially as a selective may be considering preservation projects 
Jennifer Morgan: With print being limited, I would like for GPO to digitize for access, i.e., black and white 
scans (instead of grayscale or color) are easier to read and create smaller PDF files. 
Colleen Turkal: +1 Jennifer 
Joy Urbina: Doesn't specify if preservation includes digitization 
Angela Bonnell: +1 Joy :) 
Kate Pitcher: I will screen share the rankings 
Brylynn Ellis: Is the preservation question referring going foward or did that include the older materials 
many of us already have? I read it as the second. 



Brett Cloyd: Maybe a related question is "what is print for?" 
Ella Shurr: I wonder how much the rankings will change if this survey is conducted again after people 
have more time to consider the options-I'm already re-thinking a couple of my choices... 
Brylynn Ellis: Thank you for clarifying that Scott! 
Beth Harper: +1 Ella 
Beth Harper: Apologies if you've addressed this...will there be different criteria for different NCSAs? 
Anne Zald: Thank you for this dry run and chance to hash out the meaning of the criteria - some wording 
clarifications in the upcoming questionnaire could help make these clearer 
Scott Matheson: Yes Beth. 
Marie Concannon: Thanks Rich! 
Neal AXTON: Thank you! 
Beth Harper: Thanks! 
Vicki Tate: What about the titles that do not have electronic access (e.g. Nautical Alamanc, Astronomical 
Phenomena--for recent years) 
Cynthia Etkin: Beth - each NCSA will do this same polling. Their responses and rankings may differ. 
Cynthia Etkin: Print Distribution Title List: https://www.fdlp.gov/file-repository-item/print-distribution-
titles-pdt-list 
Brent Abercrombie: Will GPO share the responses of the other regions? 
Brent Abercrombie: The poll question responses 
Beth Harper: Will GPO then merge them into one set of criteria, or establish different criteria for 
individual NCSAs? 
Scott Matheson: Brent - Ranking poll results will be shared in aggregate. 
Brent Abercrombie: Thanks! 
Scott Matheson: Beth - No, each NCSA will have a different set of ranked criteria. 
Cynthia Etkin: NCSAs will determine which criterion is important to them. 
Anne Zald: I really appreciate the leadership role GPO staff are taking with getting us to collaborate at 
this level - so new to us all! 
Angela Bonnell: Thank you! 
Ginger Williams: Thank you! 
Marie Concannon: Thanks Kate. 
Ella Shurr: Thank you!!! 
Joy Urbina: Thank you 
Kate Pitcher: You are welcome, Marie. 
Karen Kohoutek: Thanks! 
Kate Pitcher: Thank you all. 
Brent Abercrombie: Thank you! 
Andrea Stelljes: Thank you! 
Jennifer Morgan: Thanks! 
Amanda Bahr-Evola: Thank you1 
Cynthia Etkin: Thanks everyone! 
Marie Concannon: Bye! 
 
 


